36th in 2016

Bull & Female Sale

Friday,
March 4, 2016
1:00 p.m.

Johnstone Auction Mart Ltd.
Moose Jaw, Sask.

4 miles West of Moose Jaw on Trans-Canada Highway
LaBatte Simmentals 36th Bull & Female Sale

Sale Gross: $1,199,500.00
107 Lots Averaged: $11,210.00
89 Yearling Bulls averaged: $11,941.00
3 Fullblood bulls avg: $9,000.00 - 51 Purebred bulls avg: $13,147
35 Black Purebred bulls avg: $10,436.00
18 Open Heifers averaged: $7,597.00

High Sellers:

**Bulls:**
- Lot 2 $95,000.00 – Bouchard Livestock, Crossfield, AB
- Lot 20 $77,500.00 – Kunkel Simmentals, New Salem, ND
- Lot 24 $30,000.00 – Rainbow River Simmentals, Minnedosa, MB
- Lot 80 $27,000.00 – Bouchard Livestock, Crossfield, AB
- Lot 46 $27,000.00 – Ferme LeBlond, Armagh, PQ
- Lot 11 $25,000.00 – Kline Simmental Ranch, Hurdsfield, ND
- Lot 48 $25,000.00 – Tyler Amundson & Maxwell Simmentals, Viking, AB
- Lot 83 $22,000.00 – Packet Brothers, LaFleche, SK
- Lot 12 $19,000.00 – Prairie Harvest Farms Inc., Fox Valley, SK
- Lot 25 $19,000.00 – Hansen Simmental Ranch, Ryder, ND

**Females:**
- Lot 101 $19,000.00 – Rainbow River Simmentals, Minnedosa, MB
- Lot 100 $12,000.00 – Bert’s NR Simmentals, Haywood, MB
- Lot 110 $10,000.00 – Quinn Wilson, Calgary, AB
- Lot 98 $10,000.00 – Speargrass Cattle Co. Ltd., Bassano, AB
- Lot 106 $7,500.00 – Anchor D Ranch Simmentals, Rimbey, AB

**Transcon on Order:**
- 2 Lots Ferme LeBlond, Armagh, PQ $44,500.00
- 1 Lot Bert’s NR Simmentals, Haywood, MB $12,000.00
- 1 Lot Circle M Farms, Birtle, MB $11,000.00

**Transcon Total on Order:** $67,500.00

**Volume Buyers:**
- 3 Lots Allemand Ranches, Shaunavon, SK $20,000.00
- 3 Lots Blooming Prairie, Ambrose, ND $18,000.00
- 3 Lots Tomda Enterprises, Mossbank, SK $19,750.00
- 3 Lots Glen, Melinda & Leon Aldentaler, Britton, SD $22,250.00
Welcome to LaBatte Simmentals 36th Annual Spring Bull & Female Sale on Friday, March 4th, 2016 at Johnstone Auction Mart, 4 miles west of Moose Jaw, SK on #1 Hwy. We would once again really like to thank all the bidders and buyers from our past sales for the continued support and the effort you make each year to attend our sale. It's been another amazing year for the livestock industry. Calf prices have been very good, cull cow and bull prices have remained strong, along with the replacement bred heifer sales. One of our good customers in Alberta contracted his calves this fall in late August for November delivery and received an amazing $2204 for his steer calves. Wow! Many of these calves were sired by LaBatte bulls and out of Black Angus cows. The future remains bright for the cattle industry for a long time and, as I said before, the producers deserve a pat on the back for hanging in there in tough times and now are getting rewarded for their hard work, marketing skills and by using better genetics. The Simmental breed has become a big part of the commercial industry with its high maternal traits, milk and muscle, superior performance and carcass value.

We ourselves have just invested in the commercial industry as Brenda and myself, along with our son Lynlee and his wife Hayley, have purchased a ranch in the Gladmar area. It is all native prairie grass, beautiful rolling hills, peaceful and quiet, all in one block. It will have Angus cows and Simmental bulls grazing the land. We’re pretty excited about this venture. We’re not quitting the purebred business, we’re diversifying and doing something we’ve always wanted to do and have. I believe this will be an added benefit as we can relate even more to our commercial customers.

Our bull sale offering this year, along with Meadow Acres Farms, will consist of about 95 bulls in total, 55 polled, thick, meaty, red bulls, 35 outstanding black bulls and a small number but high quality fullblood bulls. This might be the best and most consistent group ever. Ourselves and Meadow Acres Farms strive to produce thick, meaty, easy fleshing bulls with high maternal traits, structural soundness and good temperament. We’re both always looking for new and exciting herdbulls to help produce quality bulls and females for our customers. The likes of Horizon, Muirheads Broker, Vegas, El Tigre and Royal Red have been purchased as high sellers out of sales to help advance our programs so we in turn can offer more consistent, high quality progeny for our commercial and purebred customers.

If you are unable to attend the sale, give myself or Meadow Acres Farms or any of the sale staff a call to have the sale offering evaluated for you. We can be reached prior to and sale day at Johnstone Auction Mart 306 693-4715 or on our cell phones: Barry 306 815-7900 or Dustin & Kirsten 306 487-7510 or 7514. If you have any questions earlier give us a call on our cells or our home numbers: Barry 306 969-4820, Dustin & Kirsten 306 487-2557, Blair 306 487-2624. We welcome your visit to our farms anytime to see the bulls and heifers firsthand. The coffee pot is always on. Join us Thursday night at the Heritage Inn, in our hospitality room, for some socializing and laughs.

We look forward to seeing you on Friday, March 4th at Johnstone Auction Mart, Moose Jaw, SK. Please join us for a complimentary dinner prior to the sale and also after the sale for some socializing, refreshments and snacks. Best of luck in 2016 and hope to see you sale day.

Barry

P.S. All the grandkids are doing good. Can’t believe how they’re growing up. Brodyn, our oldest, is taller than Grandma now and he just turned twelve. Lynlee & Hayley’s boys are kept busy with 4-H, both grain and beef, all three in hockey, all on different teams, so it keeps Mom and Dad busy driving up and down the road. Janalee & Tim’s girls are busy too, karate, dance and skating, and they are excited to move into their new house where they’ll have their own bedrooms. This year the kids have a bull in the sale, a red El Tigre son, so they’re pumped about that. Grandma and Grandpa are pretty proud of our grandkids and we’re so lucky to have them living so close.
GENERAL SALE INFORMATION

Sale Day Phones / Sale Consultants
Transcon Livestock Corp.: Jay Good 403 556-5563  Darren Paget 403 323-3985  Glenn Norton 780 542-0634
Bouchard Livestock: Brian Bouchard 403 813-7999  Darrell Fornwald 403 795-8030
Bohrson Marketing: Scott Bohrson 403 370-3010  Geoff Anderson 306 731-7921  Daryl Snider 780 385-5561
Will Davis: Telephone: 204 834-2479  Cell: 204 841-0211
Johnstone Auction Mart Ltd., Wayne & Scott Johnstone Bus: 306 693-4715
Fax 306 691-6650  Scott cell: 306 631-0767
Marc Boisvert: Consultant francophone 819 395-5502  cell: 819 314-0367

Auctioneers
Dan Skeels  403 783-1217  Ryan Dorran  403 507-6483

Sale Headquarters
Heritage Inn - 1590 Main St. N., Moose Jaw, SK  South of the overpass at the junction of #1 and #2 Highways
Telephone: 306 693-7550  306 693-1242  (ask for rooms reserved for LaBatte Simmentals)

Ringmen:
Dennis Ericson, Ericson Livestock Services 780 352-7630 cell 780 361-9347
Scott Johnstone 306 693-4715
Nathan Marin  306 869-7130

Livestock Insurance
Livestock Insurance Management - Loewen Agencies Ltd., Ceylon, SK 306 454-2411

Photography
LaBatte Simmentals - Wilf Davis, Douglas, MB 204 834-2479  Meadow Acres - Chad Wilson 306 577-1256

Health
All bulls will be scrotal measured and palpated. Bulls over 12 months of age at time of testing will be semen tested.
Bulls under 12 months of age at time of testing will be semen tested prior to delivery. Weights will be posted sale day. All bulls and heifers were given Cattlemaster 4, Somnustar PH and Fortress 7 in June and Boostered with same in September. All were treated with Ivermect Pour-on in September and January.

“Sight Unseen” Purchase Program
If you are unable to attend the sale but are interested in our bulls give Barry or Meadow Acres Farms a call and they will personally go over the bulls and your program with you. They will recommend which bulls they think would meet your satisfaction and refer you to one of their sale staff.

In-Herd Semen
LaBatte Simmentals & Meadow Acres Farms reserve the right to collect semen on any bull sold through this sale. The semen collection will be at the seller’s expense and the buyer’s convenience. Any semen collected will be for in herd use only.

Delivery
At the buyer’s option and risk, LaBatte Simmentals and Meadow Acres Farms will take purchaser’s bulls home, feed them under their management and deliver them FREE anywhere in the prairie provinces to your nearest central location. We will do our utmost to deliver them right to your yard. Delivery will take place between April and the middle of May. For bull buyers outside the prairie provinces, bulls will be delivered at a reasonable charge. The bulls are the property of the buyer as soon as they are sold. Therefore, buyers must insure their animals for the time they are at LaBatte and Meadow Acres Farms. The heifers will be delivered as soon as possible after the sale.

Guarantee
All animals will carry the standard breeding guarantee as specified by the Canadian Simmental Association. At no time shall the seller’s liability exceed the purchase price of the animal.

Video
Video of sale bulls will be available. For LaBatte Simmentals contact Barry, and for Meadow-Acres Farms go to www.meadowacresfarms.com or www.dlms.ca to view.

Terms & Conditions
The sale will be conducted under the standard Johnstone Auction Mart Ltd. Terms & Conditions.

Accidents
Although every precaution will be taken to protect the safety and comfort of buyers, neither the Sales Management, auctioneer, consignors, or Association assumes any responsibility in this matter and disclaims any liability legal or otherwise in the event of accident or loss of property.

Barry & Brenda LaBatte
Lynlee & Hayley LaBatte
Box 72, Gladmar, SK S0C 1A0
Telephone: 306 969-4820
Barry Cell: 306 815-7900
email: labatte.simm@sasktel.net
website: www.labattesimmentals.com

Box 164, Lampman, SK S0C 1N0
Email: meadowacres@signaldirector.ca
www.meadowacresfarms.com

Dustin, Kirsten, Brenna & Britt Fornwald
Blair & Laurel Fornwald
306 487-2624 cell: 306 487-7662
This powerful son of Horizon was the high selling bull in our 34th annual sale at $59,000 to X-T Simmentals at Eastend, SK. When he was purchased by X-T, whose calving and breeding season is much later than ours, we were fortunate to be able to purchase the April and May walking rights to Red Zone so he could walk in both programs.

He was always a favorite calf growing up and continued to be a favorite right up to sale time. He was long, deep, very thick butted, had lots of top and a great hair coat. He was structurally very sound, had large testicles and was very stylish. We always thought he had the potential to be a tremendous herdsire. And that he has become. We couldn't be more pleased with his first calf crop. His bulls are powerful, deep sided, loose made, thick butted and sound. His heifer calves are some of the top replacements in the heifer pen. We are very proud of the following Red Zone sons we offer in this year's bull sale.

### Reference

**Sire**

**IPU RED ZONE 16A**

POLLED PUREBRED MALE

PG791461

IPU 16A

17 January 2013

This Homo Polled, dark red, feature Red Zone son is as deep and soggy as they come. Full of meat and muscle, really loose made, big testicles and mothered by an excellent cow going back to the Pocahontas 68M cow family. Cow families are so important and the Pocahontas 68M family is one of our very best, if not the best. 78C’s mother is a really deep, broody, easy fleshing Red Force cow with an excellent udder. In our last year’s bull sale a daughter of hers sold to Amber Haugland of Blooming Prairie Simmentals, Ambrose, North Dakota. We think this Red Zone son has a lot of potential, has a great mother, moderate birth weight and loads of performance.
Again, a real feature Red Zone son out of a beautifully uddered Revolution cow going back to our Pocahontas 105L cow family, who also is one of our very best cow families. Both 105L and 68M are still going strong at age fifteen and fourteen and are both getting ready to be flushed again. They are both sired by Red Chief whose daughters were second to none. 78C’s dam has three daughters in our herd and will be a main fixture in our herd for many years. Red Zone 74C has been a standout calf since he was a baby and has continued to impress. He’s super thick with lots of top, muscle shape, structural correctness and is Homo Polled by parentage. We think this Red Zone son has herd bull written all over him.

**IPU 225X RED ZONE 74C**

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**
PG1160029 IPU 74C
27 January 2015

MAF R HORIZON 7Y
IPU RED ZONE 16A PG791461
BOYNECREST BLACK JEWEL 6S
IPU REVOLUTION 172U
IPU 105L MS. REVOL 225X PTG736979
IPU RED PCOHONTAS 105L

BW: 96. 205 day: 830. EPDs: 1.9 5.0 68.4 95.9 7.0 59.3 25.0

$95,000.00

This Homo Polled bull is a very well balanced Red Zone son that we really are high on. He is mothered by a very good Liner 56U daughter who has a great udder and just came off raising twins before 37C. These Liner 56U daughters are making excellent females and are rivaling the Red Chief females as the best we've ever had walking our pastures. They're pear shaped, easy doing, feminine and have excellent, excellent udders. 37C is a bull you'll want to look up sale day. He is super stout, has lots of top and muscle and is very attractive.

**IPU RED ZONE 37C**

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**
PG1160174 IPU 37C
17 January 2015

MAF R HORIZON 7Y
IPU RED ZONE 16A PG791461
BOYNECREST BLACK JEWEL 6S
SPRINGCREEK LINER 56U
IPU MS RED LINER 56U 124Y PG753293
DOUBLE BAR D NIRA 31S

BW: 96. 205 day: 841. EPDs: 3.5 5.2 66.4 96.6 8.2 57.5 24.2

$18,000.00
A dark red Red Zone son who is out of a really good Red Ace cow of Hayley and Lynlee’s. She already has two good bulls that have gone through our bull sale, one to Prairie Sky Land & Cattle and one to LaCasse Farms, Kincaid, SK. A three quarter sister to 20C sold in the 2015 Simmsational sale to Robb Farms of Maidstone, SK. This calf is moderate, very thick made, stylish, has lots of spring of rib and is mothered by a really good uddered, good cow. He is Homo Polled also.

Well, you can’t make them any darker red than this guy. He’s a real eye catcher! He’s very thick made, has lots of top, big testicles, great hair coat, and has herdbull written all over him. He is mothered by one of our very favorite cows, an IPU T-Bone 13R daughter out of the great Full Fleck Anchor “T” Barbi cow. 86U is solid dark red, has a perfect udder, is easy doing and very attractive. She has raised a herdbull for Blackwell Bros at Assiniboia, SK and raised our high selling red heifer at the 2013 Simmsational selling to Ashworth Farm & Ranch. We’ve retained her 2014 heifer in our herd to establish this cow family even further. We think 64C would sire some outstanding bulls, steers and replacement heifers, and his Fleck influence would be an added bonus.

A good, rugged Red Zone son out of a daughter of Pocahontas 68M. We have four full sisters sired by Accelerator that are all really good and very similar in type. They are a result of flushing Pocahontas 68M to Accelerator. They’re high producing mothers that have raised some of our high dollar cattle. 70C is the kind that will make his offspring push the scales down as they will have lots of performance, thickness and style. He’s a three quarter brother to Lot 1 and he too is Homo Polled.
BW: 92. 205 day: 754. EPDs: 5.3   4.3   62.3   85.2   8.0   53.3   22.1
A really dark red, thick made, deep bodied Red Zone son out of a really good uddered Hot Iron female going back to a Red Chief cow. He has a big old butt on him, is really deep and tanky and very loose made. He’s the kind that’s going to sire those soggy steer calves and great replacement females that are so much in demand today. He’s also Homo Polled.

BW: 116; 205 day: 770.  EPDs:  3.8   4.3   61.2   82.5   7.3   51.7   21.1
A powerful Red Zone son that comes from one of those good Red Chief cows. 46R knows how to produce bull calves as he has sons working at Craig Bendickson’s, Gladmar, SK, Corey Pettersen’s, Gladmar, SK, and Frischholz Farms, Minton, SK. This big power performance bull will produce sale topping steer calves with his extra length, depth, muscle and length of hip. And being out of a Red Chief daughter, his daughters would make excellent replacement females.

**Blacksand Shania 16Y**

BW: 88. 205 day: 754. EPDs: 5.3   4.3   62.3   85.2   8.0   53.3   22.1
This is a very good bull! Don’t think just because he isn’t pictured that he’s not as good as some of the others. We haven’t got time to picture them all as Wilf Davis, our picture taker, lives in Douglas, MB and only has so many days he can be here. 96C is a very well balanced, moderate, thick made calf out of a really good uddered Liner 56U daughter. He has a small birth weight, is Homo Polled by parentage and is worth looking up on sale day.

**Ipu Royal Red 4C**

A different pedigreed, thick made Royal Red son out of an awesome Liner 56U daughter. Kelly Oberle and myself purchased this cow out of the Blacksand dispersal in December 2014 where she was one of the high sellers. We thought so much of this cow we also purchased her heifer calf too. This is the start of a new and exciting cow family. Shania 16Y is just the right size, pear shaped, easy fleshing, has a great temperament and a beautiful udder. The calf she was carrying is Royal Red 4C. He’s been very good from a young age. Kelly calved Shania out and she later came here in May. 4C just kept on catching your eye all summer and fall. He’s really thick made, has big testicles, is huge quartered, very nice fronted and has herdbull written all over him. Homo Polled by parentage.

**ION RED ZONE 77C**

BW: 92. 205 day: 794. EPDs: 5.3   4.3   62.3   85.2   8.0   53.3   22.1
A really dark red, thick made deep bodied Red Zone son out of a really good uddered Hot Iron female going back to a Red Chief cow. He has a big old butt on him, is really deep and tanky and very loose made. He’s the kind that’s going to sire those soggy steer calves and great replacement females that are so much in demand today. He’s also Homo Polled.
IPU HORIZON 35C
POLLED PUREBRED MALE
PG1159489  IPU 35C  17 January 2015
LFE BS LEWIS 322U
MAF R HORIZON 7Y PG744058
LFE KJLI DREAMLADY 79W
R PLUS BLACKEDGE
LFE BS MS ARNOLD 135S
LFE DREAMING RED 503S
TNT ACCELERATOR S226
KJLI ANNA 71P
TNT GUNNER N208
TNT MISS ALMA J63
LFE BS MS ARNOLD 135S
GOLDENOPPORTUNITYRRR851
IPU MS OPPORTUNITY 28U
35C is a thick made bull sired by the old master, Horizon. What a job Horizon has done in our program. We have never used a red bull that consistently puts in as much thickness, meat and muscle mass as he does. His daughters are making moderate, easy fleshing cows that milk, are broody and re-breed. The only reason we’re not using Horizon in our program as much anymore is because his outstanding son, IPU Red Zone 16A, is carrying on his legacy. We believe that every good bull should sire a bull as good as or better than himself and I think 16A is that bull. 35C is moderate and thick made with lots of hair and is also Homo Polled.

IPU HORIZON 39C
POLLED PUREBRED MALE
PG1160176  IPU 39C  17 January 2015
LFE BS LEWIS 322U
MAF R HORIZON 7Y PG744058
LFE KJLI DREAMLADY 79W
R PLUS BLACKEDGE
LFE BS MS ARNOLD 135S
LFE DREAMING RED 503S
TNT ACCELERATOR S226
KJLI ANNA 71P
TNT GUNNER N208
TNT MISS ALMA J63
KJLI DREAMLADY 79W
HOOKS SHEAR FORCE 38K
LBR CROCKET R81
DCR MS RIBEYE N72
IPU MS BEEF MAKER 87X PG735009
LCHMN BODYBUILDER 7303F
CROSSROAD BLACK BOLT263A BPG787252
CROSSROAD ROSEMAR Y 394R
CROSSROAD MAKAYLA 185M
SVF STEEL FORCE S701
MR HOC BROKER
JM BF H25
ACS MISS EXCHANGE 239Z BPG779640
ACS BLACK JACK 758T
BLCC MISS BLACKJACK 128X
BW: 100. 205 day: 865. EPDs: 7.9  4.1  78.5  100.5  6.9  59.0  19.7
This is a really good, thick, dark red Horizon son out of a high producing Beef Maker cow going back to our Noremac 16M cow family. This young cow will already have sent three bulls into this sale. Her first son to Rae Tutor and Robin Frerotte at Meyronne, her second, a great blaze face Chakota son to the Aldentalers in South Dakota and now Horizon 39C. Her only heifer we sold privately as a bred heifer to Jean-Francois Leblond of Armagh, QC this fall. She was an outstanding blaze face Chakota daughter that had brood cow written all over her. 39C is sired by the legend, Horizon, and mothered by a powerful cow.

IPU RED BOLT 52C
POLLED SCURRED PUREBRED MALE
PG1160188  IPU 52C  22 January 2015
SPRINGCREEK ALL IN 155Y
CROSSROAD BLACK BOLT263A BPG787252
SPRINGCREEK ROSEMARY 394R
MR HOC BROKER
ACS MISS EXCHANGE 239Z BPG779640
BLCC MISS BLACKJACK 128X
HART ALL IN W382
SPRINGCREEK BLK TESS 73T
LCHMN BODYBUILDER 7303F
CROSSROAD MAKAYLA 185M
SVF STEEL FORCE S701
JM BF H25
ACS BLACK JACK 758T
WINDMILL MS WHISLER 137R
BW: 90. 205 day: 846. EPDs: 2.0  4.2  74.2  107.2  8.9  58.6  21.4
This dark red son of Black Bolt has been very impressive right from day one. He’s thick, deep and huge ribbed. His young mother was the dam of one of our high selling open heifers in last year’s sale, selling to young Garren Skeels of Anchor D Simmentals, Rimbey, AB. 52C would sire a group of steer calves that would be the right kind, type and quality. They would be great feeding cattle and 52C’s heifers would be excellent replacement females.
**IPU Ms Red Lacey 206S just keeps producing the good ones. This Redskin sired bull is dark red, soggy, very deep ribbed and is excellent tempered. The Lacey 206S cow has done quite a job for us. She has herd bulls working at Foley Simmentals, SK, MI Simmentals, AB, Berndt Ranch, ND and was the mother of our high selling red El Tigre son, IPU Redneck 92B, in last year’s sale that was purchased by Mandan Lake Simmentals of Center, ND for $50,000. In December, at the 2015 Simmsational sale, two full sisters to Redneck were high sellers, selling to Robb Farms of Maidstone, SK and Ultra Livestock, Carstairs, AB. With the power of his mother and being sired by a grandson of Red Chief, this bull has a lot to offer.

**IPU 206S REDSKIN 67C**

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**

**IPU 67C** 25 January 2015

IPU RED WARRIOR 26S
IPU REDSKIN 105X PG735034
PERKS RED JEM 46T
REMINGTON RED LABEL HR
IPU MS RED LACEY 206S PG683800
IPU RED POCAHONTAS 205P

**BW:** 100. **WNG:** 852. **EPDs:** 4.2 4.1 71.9 103.7 4.0 65.7 29.7

Well, the grandkids have another animal in the sale again, this year a good red El Tigre bull out of their Boon cow. Grandma & Grandpa purchased for them out of Simmsational a few years back. In the past the Lazy Bar-B 26W cow has sent three heifers through our sale for the grandkids, selling to Ike Wisse, BC, Downey Farms, MB and Jeff Weal, SK. The kids would like to thank them again for their purchases. The revenue from their calves goes into a savings account (controlled by Grandpa) to help further their education once out of school. The El Tigre offspring are something special we think and to add his genetics into the red gene pool is significant. A good, honest calf that would sire some outstanding replacement heifers.

**IPU EL TIGRE 79C**

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**

**IPU 79C** 30 January 2015

WHEATLAND PREDATOR 922W
MRL EL TIGRE 52Z BPG775788
MRL MISS 836W
CROSSROAD SONNY 620T
LAZY BAR-B 26W PG722875
LAZY BAR-B GIGIMARK8T

**BW:** 94. 205 day: 816. **EPDs:** 3.3 4.5

**$11,000.00**

**$10,000.00**
IPU REDSKIN 84C
POLLED PUREBRED MALE
PG1160222 IPU 84C 31 January 2015

HART RED CHIEF J242
FTS HOT TODDI 142N
WLB MR. NUGGET 132N 355R
MS NORTHSKY RED JEM 46L
TNT GUNNER N208
TNT MISS ALMA 383
HART RED CHIEF J242
MISS NOREMAC LCL 57L

BW: 94 205 day: 824 EPDs: 3.1 4.7 75.1 105.3 4.3 62.8 25.1

This Redskin son should sire some excellent females. He's linebred Red Chief who is in the top and bottom of his pedigree. Wade Staigle of Mandan Lake Simmentals, who owns IPU Redskin 105X, will tell you how good the Redskin cows are and you know what I think of Red Chief females. I would be keeping the majority of 84C's heifer calves and putting them back into the herd where they will be money makers.

IPU EL TIGRE 100C
POLLED PUREBRED MALE
PG1160236 IPU 100C 6 February 2015

WHEATLAND BULL 680S
WHEATLAND LADY 752 T
MRL BLACK BEAR 78S
MRL MISS 82S
HOOKS SHEAR FORCE 38K
DCR MS RIBEYE N72
TNT ACCELERATOR S226
TNT MISS ASHLEY H5

BW: 88 205 day: 869 EPDs: 4.9 4.3 80.8 111.9 7.2 60.9 20.5

A really deep made red El Tigre son that is deep quartered, super deep bodied and very loose made. He's been a calf that we've always appreciated for his thickness and depth. His good Beef Maker mother is out of one of our top Accelerator daughters who has an excellent blaze face heifer calf in the female part of the sale this year. She's definitely one of the features.

IPU SHERIFF 15C
POLLED PUREBRED MALE
PG1159075 IPU 15C 11 January 2015

KUNTZ MARRSHALL 12Y
KUNTZ SHERIFF 8A PG794268
MUIRHEAD'S KOSMO 27N
PEACOCK'S LI'L NETTIE 23Y
BMD RED WALKING TALL 13W
TIMBER WENDY 3W
MIURHEAD'S KOSMO 27N
MIURHEAD NETTIE 5W
R PLUS BLACKEDGE
LFE BS MS ARNOLD 1355
GWS EBONY'S TRADMARK 6N
KWD MS BOJANGLE 47G

BW: 80 205 day: 792 EPDs: 13.1 -0.3 64.2 86.0 10.6 54.5 22.3

These next four bulls we think are real heifer pen prospect bulls. Three sired by Kuntz Sheriff and one by Red Western. We couldn't be happier with the Sheriff calves! He's probably the easiest calving Simmental bull we've ever used. If I remember right, we hand pulled one calf from him and the rest were born unassisted, all out of first calf heifers. They started small but grew through the summer and were quite impressive by fall. The 15C bull has calving ease on both sides of his pedigree, being out of a red blaze face Stubby daughter and sired by Sheriff. He's dark red, great haired, very balanced and thick. We think this bull has quite a future ahead of him. Homo Polled.

OUT

Dale Ehrhardt, night watchman in calving season
Kuntz Sheriff 8A

$7,000.00

$9,750.00

$7,000.00

$9,750.00
We are pretty excited about this bull. Sired by the calving ease Kuntz Sheriff bull and out of an outstanding Liner 56U daughter going back to the Black Desi W9154 cow family. 25C’s mother was my pick of our first calf two year olds this past summer. I love this cow. Super uddered, sold red, pear shaped and so broody. In turn, her mother, the W9154 cow, is one of our favorite black cows and will be entering our transplant program this spring. We purchased her out of the Remington Cattle Company dispersal where she was one of the high selling females. She herself was purchased by Remington from the great Altenburg Simmental Ranch as the pick of their heifer calves. We have three young females in the herd and they’re all good.

The Deputy we believe is truly an outstanding young herdsire prospect, starting with an 84 lb birth weight, born unassisted, an actual weaning weight of 930 lbs and an adjusted weaning weight of 878 lbs. He’s long, thick, deep quartered, strong topped and take a look at his EPDs. He’s above average in every trait on the chart. This feature Homo Polled bull we believe has a lot to offer, whether it be selling semen, semen packs or just walking your pasture.
Without question El Tigre is one of the greatest herd bulls walking our pastures. He, along with Spring Creek Liner 56U, have really put our black program in forward motion. We’ve never used a black bull that puts muscle mass and rear quarter in his progeny like he does. His sons are so consistent in type and kind.

His first sons that were sold in last year’s sale were the highlights of our sale and were readily sought after. His sons again this year are our highlight black feature bulls, again so consistent with muscle, thickness, big testicles, great feet and hair coat.

Now on to his daughters – we are really happy with them! It started at last year’s bull sale when a daughter of his topped our heifer division, selling for $18,000 to Crossroad Farms and at Simmsational 2015 in December, an outstanding, powerful, black bred heifer of El Tigre fetched $30,000, selling to Ultra Livestock. We have calved out a few heifers of his as I write this in January of 2016 and they’ve calved easy, have beautiful udders and are great mamas.

The next opportunity to purchase his sons and daughters will be on Friday, March 4th at Johnstone Auction Mart.

Don’t miss them, they deserve serious attention.
IPU Two In A Million 101C is a full brother to IPU One In A Million that was to be our feature black bull in last year's sale that held the prestigious CSA # 1000000. Unfortunately, One In A Million got hurt a couple of weeks before our sale and didn't recover soon enough to take to the sale. After a slow recovery he was later sold mid-summer privately to X-T Simmentals where he will be walking the beautiful hills at Eastend, SK. We also had some more bad luck this spring as we lost the mother to these two prestigious bulls. Ultra Temptress Clair 12R was one of our feature black cows in our donor program and was an excellent producer. She was deep, long, had a good udder and was different pedigreed. Fortunately we also had three transplant full sisters to Two In A Million born this spring to carry on the legacy of Clair. 101C is much like his brother; long bodied, big topped, great haircoat and when you get behind him lots of width and quarter. We think he is a herdbull and like his brother he's Homo Polled and Hetero Black.

Black Polled Purebred Male
IPU 101C
7 February 2015

Wheatland Bull 680S
Wheatland Lady 752-T
MRL Black Bear 795
MRL Miss 836W
TCFRCC Temptation G3640
Ultra Temptress Clair 12R BPTG636234
BDV Clair F87

BW: 110. 205 day: 883. EPDs: 1.5  6.1  80.6  114.7  1.8  61.6  21.3

IPU Code Red 53Y
maternal brother

IPU EL TIGRE 73C

This is a very impressive El Tigre son out of a good Extra Effort cow who is also the mother of IPU Code Red 53Y. Code Red is a bull we never used near enough in our program, always using him as a cleanup bull after A.I. This is going to change as he is going to get some early cows this upcoming year through A.I. as he now graces the pastures of X-T Simmentals. El Tigre 73C's mother is also the dam of a great Horizon heifer that sold as our high selling red open female in last year's sale to Ferme Gagnon in Cheneville, QC for $13,500. 73C, in his own right, is a very good calf. He's stylish, thick, deep quartered, has good hair, is very loose made and has a good big foot on him. He’s been a favorite in the bull pen all winter long by many visitors. He's a herdbull with a lot of potential. Homo Polled and Hetero Black.

Black Polled Purebred Male
IPU 73C
27 January 2015

Wheatland Predator 922W
MRL El Tigre 52Z BPG75788
MRL Miss 836W
Hart Extra Effort G289
IPU MS Red Effort 134S PG663826
SLJS MS Penny 2P

BW: 106. 205 day: 832. EPDs: 2.1  5.6  76.8  107.4  6.4  58.3  19.9
A powerful El Tigre son that will be easy to find sale day. He’s been impressive right from a baby calf. He’s so loose made, deep sided, wide topped, has a big old butt on him and has a great haircoat. His young dam has produced very well at a young age. Her first calf, a heifer, sold in last year’s sale as a top seller to Hilltop Simmentals, the Anwenders at Radville, SK. And now a phenomenal bull prospect and is in the calving pen in January ready to have a full brother or sister to 94C. We think he is an outstanding individual and a true herd sire prospect. He DNA’d Homo Polled and Hetero Black.

A good, thick made El Tigre son that is a twin to another bull calf. He’s moderate framed, deep and thick. His young Poker Face dam has an excellent udder and has a full brother on the ground again this year. Pretty good for a young female to have twins one year and breed right back for an early calf again this year. He too DNA’d Homo Polled and Hetero Black.

A full brother to last year’s high selling black bull, El Tigre 28B, selling to Clif ford Land & Cattle and Soderglen Ranches for $32,000. He was quite a calf and a lot of people were very interested in him. His SAV Net Worth mother has been a great producer, having a daughter working at Hilltop Simments as well. This deep ribbed, loose made, El Tigre three quarter blood will be one you’ll want to look up sale day.

**IPU El Tigre 28B - full brother**
Well, we could write a book on the mother of this bull but I'll try not to. She's a red Liner 56U daughter out of the great Pocahontas 52N cow who is a full sister to Pocahontas 68M. When we sold a large group of cows to Meadow Acres I had first pick and it was 2Y. She's a beautiful red, moderate 56U female with lots of capacity and middle, is excellent uddered and just a true brood cow. Her first calf, a black Shear Force son, is working in the herds of Maxwell Simmentals and Clifford Land & Cattle in Alberta and last year her cherry dark red Bootlegger son, IPU 2Y Dillinger 80B, sold for $32,000 to Kinn Simmentals in North Dakota. She was held open this year so we could flush her and she produced 10 #1 embryos on her first flush and is getting ready to flush again. El Tigre 113C is a middle of February bull that is moderate in his makeup, very deep and soggy, big quartered, wide topped, has great hair and a super temperament. He's always been one of our real favorites, maybe Wade's favorite. We feel this bull has a lot to offer the beef industry, sired by the great El Tigre and mothered by one of the best, Pocahontas 2Y.

This is a young March bull that I personally really like. If he was a month and a half older he might be the standout of the pen. He was ranked 2nd to all his contemporaries for adj weaning weight which is a whooping 920 lbs. His mother is a black blaze face TNT Tanker female that is a tank, good uddered and is out of a black blaze half Fleck cow. This El Tigre son reminds me of his dad. He’s super deep, loose hided, very thick, big topped, big footed and has good testicles and a great disposition. Don't overlook him for his age, he’s one of the best and is Homo Polled by parentage.

Our 40th Anniversary

Emry, Jory & Jenna at cross country meet
**IPU EL TIGRE 106C**
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE
BPG1160241  IPU 106C  9 February 2015

WHEATLAND PREDATOR 922W
MRL EL TIGRE 52Z BPG775788
MRL MISS 836W

DOUBLE BAR D DRIFTWOOD 83
D BAR C BLACK MAGIC 861U BPG695866
D BAR C BLACK MAGIC 347N

WHEATLAND BULL 680S
WHEATLAND LADY 752 T
MRL BLACK BEAR 79S
MRL MISS 828S
DRIFTING "M" LP 59L
DOUBLE BAR D LULI 59M
TNT CRUZER K265
MEYERRANCH BLK MAGIC 829H

BW: 104. 205 day: 822. EPDs: 1.9  5.9  84.3  123.3  8.0  60.7  18.5

A good, February El Tigre son that is a full brother to a bull we sold in last year’s sale to Corey Pettersen at Gladmar, SK. Corey runs a great set of mainly black cows and has purchased over twenty bulls from us over the years. He had a large group of bred heifers for sale after the New Year, so if you’re looking for some excellent replacement heifers give him a call at 306 869-7803 and see if he still has them. 106C is very typical of the El Tigre bulls. He too is thick made, deep and loose hided.

**IPU EL TIGRE 151C**
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE
BPG1160288  IPU 151C  12 March 2015

WHEATLAND PREDATOR 922W
MRL EL TIGRE 52Z BPG775788
MRL MISS 836W

DRAKE POKER FACE 2X
IPU MS. TULA 80Z BPG773345
IPU MSBLACKBODYBUILDER19R

WHEATLAND BULL 680S
WHEATLAND LADY 752 T
MRL BLACK BEAR 79S
MRL MISS 828S
JS SURE BET 4T
DRAKE TULA 1R
LCHMN BODYBUILDER 7303F
IPU 304Y MS 600U 6L

BW: 98. 205 day: 910. EPDs: 4.8  4.6  74.3  105.8  7.5  56.8  19.6

Another really good, mid March El Tigre son that is again the same type and style as his brothers. He is mothered by a really good uddered Poker Face cow going back to 19R, the black Bodybuilder cow who is the grandmother of 72C in this year’s sale and 28B, the $32,000 high selling black bull in last year’s sale. 151C has an excellent 200 day adj weaning weight of 910 lbs and is a solid herdbull prospect. What a set of replacement females he would sire. Homo Polled & homo Black.

**IPU BLACK BOLT 13C**
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE
BPG1159073  IPU 13C  9 January 2015

SPRINGCREEK ALL IN 155Y
CROSSROAD BLACK BOLT263A BPG787252
CROSSROAD ROSEMARY 394R

IPU RED SPECIALIST 70T
IPU MS. SPECIALIST 24ZI PGG74184
IPU MS. BEEF MAKER 11X

HART ALL IN W382
SPRINGCREEK BLK TESS 73T
LCHMN BODYBUILDER 7303F
CROSSROAD MAKAYLA 185M
WHEATLAND RED TEDDY 457P
IPU MS RED RIBEYE 201R
WS BEEF MAKER R13
IPU MS. RED ESSENCE 45U

BW: 90. 205 day: 807. EPDs: 8.0  2.4  68.1  107.8  14.1  63.3  22.7

13C is a black baldy bull sired by Crossroad Black Bolt. We partnered with Jay Hagar and WJ Simmentals and purchased this big time performance bull out of the 2014 Crossroad sale and, as an added bonus, he was solid black with just a nice blaze down the center of his head. He has sired us some very good bulls and heifers. 13C’s mother is a beautiful uddered Specialist daughter that Lynlee owns. She is moderate framed, easy fleshing and worked very well with Black Bolt. 13C had an actual weaning weight of 905 lbs.
Another solid black, blaze face Black Bolt son that is mothered by a really good Gold Mine daughter that has two 56U sons working in the great commercial herds of Rodney Williams and Carey Scrimbit at Crane Valley, SK and on the RBD Ranch at Milestone, SK. 54C is moderate, thick and very stylish. With his great uddered dam he would raise you a great set of replacement females.

Black Bolt 58C is out of a really good, young 786T female whose first calf, a homo polled, black, open heifer calf, sold in last year’s female division for $15,250 to Rust Mountain View Ranch in North Dakota. And now this Black Bolt son who is solid black, no white on his body, just a white baldy face. These baldy cattle are becoming more popular all the time. The order buyers and feedlot operators like these cattle with a little chrome on them, knowing there’s probably some Simmental influence in them to give them gain-ability and the carcass value they’re looking for.

A real flashy, deep bodied, soggy Muirheads Broker 221Z son. Broker 221Z is the $85,000 Broker son that ourselves and Circle 7 Ranch purchased out of the 2014 Muirheads sale where he was the high selling bull. He was their sale feature. He was stout, soft made, super sound, good footed and had a lot of presence about him with the added bonus of having a blaze face. Investor reminds me a lot of 221Z with his softness, structure, rib and style. Homo Polled.
IPU POKER FACE 19C
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE
BPG1159121      IPU 19C          12 January 2015
JS SURE BET 4T
DRAKE POKER FACE 2X BPG729546
DRAKE TULA 1R
SVFN/JC MO TOWN M216
JS BLACK MAGIC WOMAN 13P
TCF/RCC TEMPTATION GJ640
DCC 5N
KOP CROSBY 137W
SPRINGCREEK BLK TESS 25T
SPRINGCREEK LINER 56U
IPU MS BEEF 45N
IPU 56U MS. LINER 130X
IPU MS BLACK LOTTO 132A BPG791722
IPU 56U MS. KISSES 130A BPG791717
BW: 74,205 day: 810. EPDs: 10.2  1.9  63.9  98.0  9.6  53.8  21.8
This Homo Polled and Homo Black Poker Face son is out of a super ud-
dered, first calf Lotto daughter, going back to a liner 56U cow. Talk about
stacking good udders – 56U - Lotto - Poker Face, doesn’t get any better.
With his low birth weight of 74 lbs he would be a real heifer pen candidate
and you’d want to keep every female off of him.

IPU COBRA 49C
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE
BPG1160185      IPU 49C          21 January 2015
LFE VIPER 455U
NCB COBRA 47Y BPG755730
NCB MISS DREAM 22T
SPRINGCREEK LOTTO 52Y
TNT TOP GUN R244
LFE CHARO 56K
CNS DREAM ON L186
NUG SANDY 506R
RCC TC LINE DRIVE M181
NEVAS L93
G & L AVALANCHE 149F
RB ROXY
IPU 56U MS. KISSES 130A BPG791717
RB KISSES
IPU 56U MS. KISSES 130A BPG791717
BW: 82,205 day: 851. EPDs: 8.1  3.4  67.4  106.6  12.2  56.5  22.8
A Cobra son out of a really good Liner 56U first calf heifer that also pos-
sesses a very, very good udder. 49C has a really nice low birth weight of 82
lbs and a big time weaning weight of 875 lbs. Not bad for a first calf heifer.
This guy will give you calving ease but not give up performance to get it.
Homo Polled and Homo Black.

IPU COBRA 69C
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE
BPG1160204      IPU 69C          26 January 2015
LFE VIPER 455U
NCB COBRA 47Y BPG755730
NCB MISS DREAM 22T
MR NLC UPGRADE 88576
MAR MAC BILLIE JEAN 55A BPG782482
MAR MAC SIERRA 53S
TNT TOP GUN R244
LFE CHARO 56K
CNS DREAM ON L186
NUG SANDY 506R
ELLINGSON LEGACY M229
MS NLC MOJO 56119 B
KENCOPF POWERLINE 204L
MAR MAC CARLI 14N
MAR MAC SIERRA 53S
MR NLC UPGRADE 88576
MAR MAC BILLIE JEAN 55A BPG782482
BW: 88,205 day: 826. EPDs: 7.9  3.5  73.1  111.6  10.5  60.7  24.1
Another Homo Black Cobra son out of a first calving Upgrade daughter we
purchased from Mar Mac Farms as a heifer calf. She goes back to their
foundation Carli cow family. We always wanted some progeny of the Carli
family and when the opportunity arose at the National Trust sale in Brandon
we purchased Billie Jean. Her Cobra son is pretty special. He’s moderate,
thick made, deep ribbed and has a great haircoat. He has a great set of
EPDs where he is above average in every category from birth to marbling.
IPU INVESTOR 51C
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE
BPG1160187  IPU 51C  21 January 2015

SVF STEEL FORCE 5701
WHEATLAND BULL 680S
TESS MS BLACK 2157
HC POWER DRIVE 884
WHEATLAND LADY 9023
JBS MR GRANITE 293
LBR D-412

BW: 102. 205 day: 776. EPDs: 4.0   3.7   59.4   89.2   10.3   54.7   25.0

A Homo Polled son out of a heavy milking PTO daughter. 189T has two sons working in the Dakotas, one a Specialist son at Robert Rath’s in Tuttle, North Dakota and the other a really good Bootlegger son working in the great herd of Glen & Melinda Aldentaler at Britton, South Dakota. If you're looking to add a little size in your calf crop and produce some really good replacement females Investor 51C could be your choice.

IPU INDEED 136C
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE
BPG1160275  IPU 136C  28 February 2015

JS SURE BET 4T
DRAKE POKER FACE 2X
DRAKE TULA 1R
IPU INDEED 69A BPG791501
SPRINGCREEK LINER 56U
IPU MS. LINER 56U 1
IPU MS. BLACKBIRD 223T
LFE BS LEWIS 322U
MAF R HORIZON 7Y
LFE KJLI DREAMLADY 79W
IPU MS. HORIZON 119A PG791697

BW: 78. 205 day: 855. EPDs: 8.7   2.8   63.4   86.8   8.4   51.1   19.4

An end of February Indeed son out of a soggy first calf Horizon daughter. Indeed is a Poker Face son that we raised and used on some of our yearling heifers. 136C possesses a low 78lb birth weight and has lots of middle, top and quarter to him. We think he would really work in the heifer pen and could raise some stout, soggy steer calves as well.

IPU STANDOUT 47C
FULLBLOOD MALE
BPG1160219  IPU 47C  30 January 2015

DESS SAHARA 73S
RENAZVOUS 44ST
KHX MONTANA 6T
KHX TAYLOR 24U
ANCHOR “T” IKON 1H
RICHMOND MISS CARGO 11J
PRL HOUSTON 005H
IPU 4G FRANCHESCA 98N

BW: 86. 205 day: 756. EPDs: 5.3   3.9   73.9   108.1   10.9   67.4   30.4

A good Westgold Standout son off a really nice, fertile Laredo cow. The 107Y cow has sent her first three bull calves to our sale now and just had her fourth bull on January 22/16. They've all been born in January so lots of fertility in this Franchesca cow family. Her first calf, an outstanding Radium son, sold to Heath Widicker, James Creek Simmentals at Heaton, North Dakota, and last year her polled True Value son sold to the good commercial herd of Dwayne Brown and his family at Stratsbourg, SK. 47C is a non-diluter which means you can breed black cows to him and you would get only black or red calves, no greys.

IPU BLACK BOLT 81C
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE
BPG1160187  IPU 81C  30 January 2015

SPRINGCREEK ALL IN W382
CROSSROAD BLACK BOLT263A BPG787252
CROSSROAD ROSEMARY 394R
PRL HOUSTON 005H
IPU MS BLACK HOUSTON 61R BPG645126
MS SPLIT DIAMOND F202

BW: 94. 205 day: 803. EPDs: 3.1   3.7   71.8   102.4   10.3   61.7   25.7

This Homo Polled son of Black Bolt is one of our favorites and is out of one of my favorite cows, IPU Black Houston 61R. She is half Fleck, sired by the mighty PRL Houston bull going back to a 600U female. She’s black, blaze faced, moderate, deep ribbed and has lots of milk. She knows how to raise the good ones too, as this will be her 6th bull to go through our bull sale. Included in them our high selling bull in our 2012 sale, a red blaze face Liner 56U son, IPU Red Chakota 18Y, selling to Tessier Simmentals and Diamond M Ranch, the Manteis, for $28,000. This deep ribbed, high capacity Black Bolt son offers a different pedigree with a touch of Fleckvieh to boot.

OUT
Radium 26C is a dark cherry red bull with big goggles, great hair, lots of depth, thickness and style. We purchased his mother out of the Source sale at Lloydminster from the Harlands. She’s a really good uddered Hemi daughter with lots of length and substance. 26C’s sire, Radium, is really one of the top sires in the breed. He just kind of puts it all together. He’s a calving ease specialist, his calves have lots of growth and performance and his daughters make excellent cows. We think 26C has the presence of a real herdbull. Non-dilutor.

Another really good fullblood bull out of a beautiful, high producing Laredo cow. She has produced five bulls in a row now, four of them have come to our annual bull sale, the fifth was sold off the farm. They’ve all had birth weights of under 100 lbs and all have been excellent bulls. They are working at the Graveley’s in Montana, Butch Haugland’s in North Dakota and Bangsund Farms in Saskatchewan. The sire of this bull was the high seller at Westgold’s sale in 2013. He was purchased by Red Willow Ranch, the Tylers, for $47,500. We were fortunate enough to purchase a small package of semen off him and have been very pleased with his calves as have Red Willow. With the beautiful uddered, productive, red goggle eye Laredo cow as his dam and Westgold Standout as his sire we believe 85C is going to make a top notch herdbull. Non-dilutor.

Full Fleckvieh. Dirty Harry 5C is a moderate, thick made, wide topped Dirty Harry son out of a tremendous cow that Anchor D Ranch and ourselves purchased out of the Prospect Hill dispersal for $19,500. FGAF Precious Thing 402T is blood red, has huge goggle and is maybe the deepest, thickest Fleckvieh cow I have ever seen. And she is proven as Prospect Hill sold a $22,000 Maestro heifer to Wells’ Crossing out of her and an embryo out of her and LFE Justified sold in Lewis Farms last female sale by Lenny Mark to Ron Noble at Lloydminster, AB for $30,000. We flushed her this spring and fall to Black Gold Epic and PRL Houston. I’m trying to talk Anchor D into flushing her to a homo polled and homo black bull to create a new and exciting bloodline. What a foundation cow this would be in creating a new cow family in the black Simmental world. 5C has a great sire in Sibelle Dirty Harry and dam in Precious Thing. His calves will be stout with a lot of capacity. He’s Full Fleck and DNA tested a non-dilutor.
On behalf of all of us at Meadow Acres, welcome to this year’s bull sale. This will be our third year as part of the sale and we are extremely proud of the set of bulls we have compiled this year. We can confidently say this is the best yet!

As you likely know, we made a huge investment and acquired a large portion of the LaBatte herd in 2013 and have not looked back since. We are honored to be a part of this sale that has such a strong reputation for quality Simmental genetics that Barry has built over the last 36 years. We believe that we have operations that align nicely, with our cowherd base but also our values and appreciation and love of the cattle business.

This offering represents our second calf crop from those cows and we are very pleased in the direction our program is headed. Our operation has always been based on cow families and a strong cowherd that can produce the “right-kind” for ourselves and our customers. We are constantly looking for the best bulls to advance our program and sometimes we find them in our own pen; thanks to the cooperation of the buyers for allowing us to do so, we look forward to doing this again this year. We believe that great herd sires are needed to offer you a great set of bulls each year, and we are confident we have done this and we will continue to do this down the road. The hunt for our next great herd sire never ends!

Bulls are all semen tested and guaranteed, as well as color and polled tested prior to sale day. Bulls are developed on a high roughage based TMR to ensure longevity and soundness. We have had great success with this in the past and our customers are very happy with their bulls holding their condition and not melting away. We offer delivery, in most cases right to your yard and we will complete paperwork required for export, if required. Bulls are also on a complete herd health program.

Your bull purchase is a large investment and we want to make sure that we make the time to talk with you and help determine the bull that is right for you. Please, feel free to contact us any time prior to the sale to discuss your needs with us. We see these bulls every day and are confident that we can find the right one to suit your needs. Even better, if you can make the time, come to the farm and go through the pen, see the bulls at home in their own environment, and have the ability to see the mothers as well.

We are very excited to welcome DLMS on board this year and they will be broadcasting our sale online. We will also have all of our bulls on offer videoed and available on our website, www.meadowacresfarms.com, and on www.dlms.ca.

We would like to thank all of our buyers from previous years. Without you, none of this would be possible! We invite you to join us Thursday evening for some hospitality at the Heritage Inn as well as for lunch Friday at Johnstone’s. We look forward to catching up with all of you in Moose Jaw on March 4th!
MAF R Horizon 7Y

There is no doubt that Horizon is the most consistent breeding bull we have ever used. We are so humbled to have him carry the MAF prefix. His sons are absolutely peas in a pod and we really feel that this year’s offering of Horizon sons is very special. They are all so easy fleshing, hairy and thick. It’s almost hard to believe how consistent a sire group can be.

Now with the second set of daughters calving out, there is no doubt they are going to make a huge impact on the breed as well. Just like their brothers they are extremely easy fleshing and never really lose their rib or softness, even as two year olds. All while raising a big calf and having truly some of the best udders you can find. They are absolutely fantastic cows!

Do not miss out on your chance to invest in a son of one of the best red bulls the breed has seen.

$27,000.00

MAF MR 1C

There is no doubt that Horizon is the most consistent breeding bull we have ever used. We are so humbled to have him carry the MAF prefix. His sons are absolutely peas in a pod and we really feel that this year’s offering of Horizon sons is very special. They are all so easy fleshing, hairy and thick. It’s almost hard to believe how consistent a sire group can be.

Now with the second set of daughters calving out, there is no doubt they are going to make a huge impact on the breed as well. Just like their brothers they are extremely easy fleshing and never really lose their rib or softness, even as two year olds. All while raising a big calf and having truly some of the best udders you can find. They are absolutely fantastic cows!

Do not miss out on your chance to invest in a son of one of the best red bulls the breed has seen.

$27,000.00
MAF MR 20C
Homo polled. Maternal sister retained in our herd. Another Royal Red, 20C is a long bodied, thick butted bull. He has lots of rib shape and extension through his front end. When we purchased Royal Red, we felt he would be a strong complement to Horizon and this bull exemplifies that. His dam traces back to the Pocahontas 52N cow as well. You will see that cow mentioned in footnotes and many pedigrees throughout this catalog.

$5,250.00

MAF MR 23C
Homo polled. Another really special bull here. 23C is our only red Cobra son of the offering and we couldn’t have asked for a better one. This guy started out at 74 lbs and has weighed right up there with the big boys all along. His dam is a first calving 680S daughter of Remington Cassade 28T. She did a fantastic job on this guy. He is deep bodied and phenotypically a very well made bull with a great balance of style and muscle. This guy has a very exciting future.

$25,000.00
**MAF MR 15C**

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**

**FBL 15C**

2 January 2015

R PLUS BLACKEDGE
KJLI RAZZLE DAZZLE 628R
TRIPLEC EL PODEROSO REY
GFI GRAMMS DELIGHT L17
WHEATLAND RED TEDDY 457P
IPU MS RED RIBEYE 201R
HART EXTRA EFFORT G289
BAR 15 MISS KNIGHT78E-51G

**BW:** 76. 205 day: 683. **EPDs:** 10.2 0.2 46.1 74.2 9.8 44.3 21.2

Homo Polled. A Royal Red son out of a Specialist daughter that is a consistent bull-making cow. She has an ideal body type, great udder and tons of milk. A very well balanced bull, strong topped, adequate thickness and middle. A maternal brother sold last year to Lorne Kwasnicki, Scout Lake, SK and Spier Holdings, Brock, SK in 2014.

---

**MAF MR 24C**

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**

**FBL 24C**

5 January 2015

R PLUS BLACKEDGE
LFE BS ARNOLD 135S
LFE DREAMING RED 503S
KJLI ANNA 71P
HOOKS SHEAR FORCE 38K
MRL MS 624S
SPRINGCREEK LINER 56U
IPU RED PCOHANTAS 52N

**BW:** 86. 205 day: 794. **EPDs:** 11.3 2.1 67.2 88.5 7.9 48.7 15.0

Homo polled. This bull’s pedigree traces back to Springcreek Liner 56U and IPU Pocahontas 52N, two names that have produced exceptional offspring over the years. 24C is hairy, thick butted and topped. We have a maternal sister retained in our herd that just calved the other day, a bull calf to watch for next year.

---

**MAF MR 26C**

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**

**FBL 26C**

6 January 2015

R PLUS BLACKEDGE
LFE BS ARNOLD 135S
LFE DREAMING RED 503S
KJLI ANNA 71P
HOOKS SHEAR FORCE 38K
MRL MS 624S
SPRINGCREEK LINER 56U
IPU RED PCOHANTAS 52N

**BW:** 95. 205 day: 836. **EPDs:** 6.3 5.0 75.5 98.5 9.6 49.0 17.2

Homo polled. We have had really good success with the Accelerator/Horizon cross the last couple of years. 26C is no exception to this, and you can see why it works. This bull has a real herd bull look to him, big butted and lots of middle. His dam has another full brother born already this year and last year another full brother sold to Glenn Martinson, Medicine Hat, AB.

---

**MAF MR 30C**

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**

**FBL 30C**

6 January 2015

R PLUS BLACKEDGE
KJLI RAZZLE DAZZLE 628R
TRIPLEC EL PODEROSO REY
GFI GRAMMS DELIGHT L17
WHEATLAND RED TEDDY 457P
IPU MS RED RIBEYE 201R
TNT ACCELERATOR S226
IPU MS RED RIBEYE 1134L
IPU MS RED HEATHER 68N

**BW:** 85. 205 day: 836. **EPDs:** 8.6 2.2 63.4 98.5 9.6 49.0 17.2

Hetero polled. Here is a very dark red, hairy Royal Red son. You have to appreciate this bull for his depth of body and spring of rib. 30C is long and smooth made with a large set of testicles. His dam is a second calving Specialist daughter who does a great job.
Homo polled. This Horizon son has performance written all over him. He is soggy made with a lot of muscle, top and a very attractive look to him. We have retained a full sister in our herd that calved out mid January. She has a beautiful udder with lots of milk. Her bull calf will be one to watch for in 2017!

**MAF MR 31C**

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**

PG1152244  
FBL 31C  
6 January 2015

BW: 106  
205 day: 789  
EPDs: 1.1  7.1  70.4  49.9  14.7

R PLUS BLACKEDGE  
LFE BS MS ARNOLD 135S  
LFE DREAMING RED 503S  
KJLI ANNA 71P  
SKORS SUPER POWER 95R  
LFE BLACK LADY 58M  
BF L113 HERO  
IPU MS SOLID STATE 85K

$10,000.00

Homo polled. Our only red blaze face bull offered this year, but this guy will add more than just that money strip! 45C is a moderate framed bull with the typical design of a Horizon son. He has always displayed great muscle expression, growth and style. He is a bull that was often pointed out during summer pasture tours, always found standing proud. He is wide topped, thick, deep and structurally sound. His dam is a solid red cow from Mappin Simmentals, a Top Gun daughter from whom we also have a daughter working in our herd.

**MAF MR 45C**

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**

PG1152267  
FBL 45C  
10 January 2015

BW: 102  
205 day: 803  
EPDs: 5.2  5.7  75.9  6.4  52.5  14.5

R PLUS BLACKEDGE  
LFE BS MS ARNOLD 135S  
LFE DREAMING RED 503S  
KJLI ANNA 71P  
TNT GUNNER N208  
MAPPIN'S KARISMA 422K
**MAF MR 63C**

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**

**PG1152284**

**FBL 63C**

14 January 2015

- **R PLUS BLACKEDGE**
- **KJLI RAZZLE DAZZLE 638R**
- **TRIPLE EL PODEROSO REY**
- **GFI GRAMMS DELIGHT L17**
- **SKORS SUPER POWER 95R**
- **LFE BLACK LADY 598**
- **WHEATLAND 540R “PTO”**
- **IPU MS RED KNIGHT 172R**

**BW:** 91. **205 day:** 761. **EPDs:** 3.2 3.2 55.9 88.5 7.4 50.6 22.6

Homo Polled. A Royal Red son that has a lot of good things to offer, moderate framed, lots of middle and adequate muscle and a strong cow family backing him. 2W, a member of our donor program in 2015, is one of the favorite cows at our place. She is a moderate, tanky made cow with a great udder. She is a member of the Shamrock cow family from which we have a good number of really good producing females. We have a maternal sister to this bull working for us, who is the dam of 102C.

**MAF MR 66C**

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**

**PG1152287**

**FBL 66C**

14 January 2015

- **R PLUS BLACKEDGE**
- **LFE BS MS ARNOLD 135S**
- **LFE DREAMING RED 503S**
- **KJLI ANNA 71P**
- **TNT ACCELERATOR S226**
- **TNT MISS ALMA J83**
- **HART RED CHIEF J242**
- **MISS PELTON J920**

**BW:** 94. **205 day:** 732. **EPDs:** 6.5 4.7 66.8 82.3 5.2 45.4 12.0

Homo Polled. This guy is a TANK! Deep and thick. Here is another great example of the Accelerator/Horizon cross. It’s a sure thing.

**MAF MR 69C**

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**

**PG1152290**

**FBL 69C**

15 January 2015

- **R PLUS BLACKEDGE**
- **LFE BS LEWIS 322U**
- **MAF R HORIZON 7Y PG744058**
- **LFE KJLI DREAMLADY 79W**
- **IPU MS RED ESSENCE 120Y PG752307**
- **IPU RED POCAHONTAS BS**

**BW:** 93. **205 day:** 833. **EPDs:** 10.6 4.7 75.3 93.7 7.4 53.0 15.3

Hetero Polled. Through pedigree this guy would be a ¾ brother to 1C, a Horizon son out of a Shear Force cow. This guy has a lot of good things to offer. He is big bodied, lots of muscle, hairy, long bodied and very attractive. A maternal brother sold in 2014 to Stan McCrea, McCord, SK.
MAF MR 67C
POLLED PUREBRED MALE
FBL 67C  14 January 2015

R PLUS BLACKEDGE
LFE BS MS ARNOLD 135S
LFE DREAMING RED 503S
KJLI ANNA 71P
LBR CROCKET R61
LCL MISS NOREMAC 16M
HART RED CHIEF 2242
TWIN BRAE HEATHER

BW: 99. 205 day: 845. EPDs: 3.2 5.6 75.2 98.1 7.1 56.2 18.6

Hetero Polled. A cherry red Horizon son. In the top 15% for weaning weight, this
guy will add pounds to your calf crop. His dam is a daughter of IPU Pocahontas
105L, another Red Chief Daughter that you can trace back on a lot of successful
animals in both our herd and Barry’s. A full brother sold last year to Kurtis Bartlett,
Bengough, SK.

$10,250.00

MAF MR 74C
POLLED PUREBRED MALE
FBL 74C  15 January 2015

MUIRHEAD LIVE WIRE 95R
KOP MS BENGIE 6P
SPRINGCREEK LOTTO 52Y BPG736441
SPRINGCREEK TANK 63P
SPRINGCREEK LINNE 71P
HART RED CHIEF 2242
TNT MISS NATALEE G9
SBSF VEGAS 1L
SBSF FANCY LADY 17E

BW: 104. 205 day: 789. EPDs: 1.0 5.9 67.2 95.7 9.0 56.2 22.5

Hetero Polled. 74C is our first of the Lotto sons on offer this year. He is hairy, long
bodied bull with lots of thickness. His dam has some Fleck influence in her pedigree
and is the mother to the $18,000 Code Red bred heifer Crossroad purchased from
Barry at Simmsational in 2014. We have a maternal sister retained in our herd that
is also doing a great job; she has a beautiful udder in the replacement pen that
will have a lot of friends in December. Should be a bull that can bring maternal
strengths from both sides of his pedigree to his progeny.

$6,500.00

Full sib
MAF Cowtown 27B
sold to Diamond K Cattle Co.

MAF MR 76C
POLLED PUREBRED MALE
FBL 76C  16 January 2015

LFE BS LEWIS 322U
MAF R HORIZON 7Y PG744058
LFE KJLI DREAMLADY 79W
REMINGTON RED LABEL HR
REMINGTON MISS MONTANA 76 PTG693529
TNT MISS MONTANA F135

R PLUS BLACKEDGE
LFE BS MS ARNOLD 135S
LFE DREAMING RED 503S
KJLI ANNA 71P
CNS DREAM ON LIN 118
HS REFLECTIONS 38A
HILLS DAKOTA 3M D3
TNT MISS RED BEAR D24

BW: 109. 205 day: 898. EPDs: 6.0 4.9 68.4 88.7 9.4 52.3 18.1

Homo Polled. This guy is a powerhouse! Deep made, soggy bull with all kinds of good about him. His
Red Label dam, is a member of our donor program and a very powerful cow with nice udder and lots of
body. She has been successfully flushed numerous times and had 2 full brothers, including MAF Cow-
town 27B, sold last year to Diamond K Cattle Co., Maple Creek, SK. Two full sisters have sold to Sunny
Valley Simmentals and Swan Lake Farms. We have another full sister in the replacement pen to watch
for this winter as well as another that just calved out, she has a beautiful udder and doing a nice job.

$9,000.00
Homo Polled. A real meaty made bull, a naturally thick and easy-doing bull that is cherry red and hairy. IPU Pocahontas 105L is the granddam of this bull, which makes him from the same cow family as 67C. We have a maternal sister retained in our herd.

Homo Polled. 83C is dark, dark red, just like his Crosby mother. He is stylish, long bodied and thick, smooth made and clean in his lines. He is from the IPU Pocahontas 68M cow family from which we have a number of daughters in our herd and they just work. The pedigree of this guy is maternally stacked, with Pocahontas and KOP Crosby. This cross works well, and last year we sold a full brother to Storebo Farms, Beechy, SK, and they are very pleased with him.
MAF MR 85C

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**

PTG1152304

MRL INTEGRITY 76Y
MRL DISCOVERY 21A BPG792160
TSN MS EDITION 55W
IPU BLACK HEAVYWEIGHT 64S
YR BLK PRIMADONNA 909W BPG716505
YR BLACK PRIMADONNA 58P

BW: 95. 205 day: 768.
EPDs: 0.6  3.6  70.6  105.5  8.6  60.6  25.2

Homo polled. An embryo bull with four full sisters in the replacement pen. We purchased a semen package on MRL Discovery and we have found that the bulls are maturing into very functional, usable bulls with softness and length. His dam is a bull-making cow that is very attractive and thick made. Last year we sold a maternal brother to Spier Holdings, Brock, SK.

$6,000.00

MAF MR 102C

**SCURRED PUREBRED MALE**

SG1152323

LFE BLACK LAKOTA 385W
NUG ROYAL RED 324A PTG791329
TRIPLE C SMARTY PANTS R
LFE HOT IRON 812W
IPU MS HOT IRON 162Z PG779310
IPU MS. EXCITER 2W

BW: 87. 205 day: 791.
EPDs: 5.8  3.1  59.7  92.1  7.2  49.5  19.6

Hetero Polled. 102C has eye appeal, length of body, is correct in his structure with a big hoof under him and is a bull that patterns very nicely. From the same cow family as 63C, his dam is a hard milking cow who is deep sided and easy to look at. Last year we sold a maternal brother to Paul & JoAnn Hill, Cupar, SK.

$6,500.00

MAF MR 104C

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**

PG1152325 FBL 104C

MFE BLACK LEWIS 322U
MAFE R HORIZON 7Y PG744058
LFE KJI DREAMLADY 79W
IPU 52N ACCELERATOR 222U
NUG JOCELINE 88Y PG760072
MFI RED FRIEDA 4086

BW: 105. 205 day: 874. EPDs: 5.3  6.4  82.7  102.2  7.5  51.2  9.8

Homo polled. This guy will have a lot of friends on sale day for sure. He is a bull that is very much what we have come to expect from the Horizon progeny: very easy doing, easy fleshing, thick, wide topped, hairy and nice to look at. He has the muscle pattern you wish that they all had. We truly believe that these Horizons are going to be the type of cattle more of our customers demand, extremely functional no matter what type of operation you run. We are yet to find a bull that brings so much consistency to his calves and we do not ever make many steers out of the Horizons. Imagine the pride you would have with a pen full of calves off this guy; you can be confident in keeping replacement females and happy all the way to the bank with your steer cheque. 104C’s dam is a cow from Maxwell Simmentals, an Accelerator 222U daughter, with some Fleck influence in her pedigree. A big bodied female that does a good job and has a daughter also retained in our herd.
MAF MR 107C
POLLED PUREBRED MALE
PG1152328
FBL 107C
20 January 2015
Homo Polled. If you have been reading my footnotes, you likely think I am a broken record, but if you analyze these Horizons they are a very consistent sire group! A tank of a bull here, deep and soft made with good testicular development. 107C is out of one of our favorite cows here; an Exciter female that is moderate in size, big bodied, very sound and to top it off has a great udder. Maternal sister retained that will follow in her dam’s footsteps, and a maternal brother sold last year to SM Cattle, Moose Jaw, SK.

$6,250.00

LFE BS LEWIS 322U
MAF R HORIZON 7Y PG740058
LFE KJLI DREAMLADY 79W
KBR BLACK EXCITER 758T
IPU MS EXCITER 50W PG717206
IPU MS GRANITE 5R
R PLUS BLACKEDGE
LFE BS MS ARNOLD 135S
LFE DREAMING RED 503S
KJLI ANNA 71F
SKORS SUPER POWER 95R
LFE BLACK LADY 58M
JBS MR GRANITE 29J
LBR D-412
BW: 100. 205 day: 791. EPDs: 3.4 5.5 63.1 77.5 5.3 49.8 18.2

Maternal brother sold to SM Cattle

MAF MR 108C
POLLED PUREBRED MALE
PG1152329
FBL 108C
22 January 2015
Homo Polled. Here is a bull that the homework is done on; he is a maternal brother to IPU Red Western that sold through this sale to McMillen’s & Ashworth’s and has gone on to sire bulls and females both highly accepted by commercial breeders and purebred breeders alike. A deep, soft made bull that is wide topped and has lots of muscle, he has always been a standout and noticed by visitors. He also has a maternal brother sold in 2013 to Perkin Land & Cattle, MB and we sold a maternal sister to Maxwell Simmentals, AB in 2014.

$9,500.00

LFE BLACK LAKOTA 385W
NUG ROYAL RED 324A PG791329
TRIPLE C SMARTY PANTS R
TNT ACCELERATOR S226
IPU 52N POCAHONTAS 215J PTG704889
IPU RED POCAHONTAS 52N
R PLUS BLACKEDGE
KJLI RAZZLE DAZZLE 628R
TRIPLE C EL PODEROSO REY
GFI GRAMMS DELIGHT L17
TNT GUNNER N208
TNT MISS ALMA J60
HART RED CHIEF 3242
KAPPES JADE J144
BW: 88. 205 day: 771. EPDs: 6.7 3.4 62.4 94.7 5.8 46.4 15.1
Hetero Polled. 105C is as dark red as they come and after he catches your eye and you start to analyze him, you will find him to carry natural thickness, lots of rib shape in a smooth made package with a bit of extra extension through his front end. A maternal brother sold in 2014 to Brett Siroski, Davidson, SK. We also have two maternal sisters working in our herd; one of which raised the MAF Brinks 49B, who we sold to High Country Cattle Services last year.

Homo Polled. 114C is in the top 3% for weaning weight, so if you are looking to add pounds to your calves, this could be the bull for you! He is beefy, big middled bull, strong and wide topped. This guy did have a naval infection as a calf, so he does have a bit of scar tissue. He has been checked out and it is strictly cosmetic. Like every bull in the sale, we guarantee them to breed, he is no different. We have a full sister retained that is setting up a nice udder.

Homo Polled. Although this picture is a bit frosty, you can see how dark cherry red this bull is! 117C offers a bit more frame size in comparison to the other Horizons. He has tons of performance, is really loose hided, rugged made bull. He is very free moving, long spined and thick. His Accelerator dam is a long bodied, good uddered, big-footed cow.

Homo Polled. Twin. Strong topped, smooth made bull. This guy has really nice hair and is overall a complete made individual. 119C ranks in the top 3% for weaning weight.
MAF MR 130C  
POLLED PUREBRED MALE  
PG1152347  
FBL 130C  
25 January 2015

Homo polled. Here is another Discovery son. We used Discovery to add some diversity in our pedigrees from the majority of our herd. This guy is thick, deep, lots of rib shape and long bodied. He is red out of two black parents, offers a bit of a different twist for a red pedigree. A very complete made bull that gets more impressive all the time. Watch for this guy sale day, you won’t be disappointed. Last year we sold a maternal brother to Norman McWillie, Watrous, SK.

$12,500.00

MW MR 159C  
POLLED PUREBRED MALE  
PG1152372  
FBL 166C  
5 February 2015

Homo Polled. Here is a Royal Red son out of a young Specialist cow, a bull who ranked 9th in his contemporary group for the 205 weights. 166C is from the same cow family as 31C, as well as 145C in the black division.

$11,000.00

MW MR 166C  
POLLED PUREBRED MALE  
PG1152372  
FBL 166C  
5 February 2015

Homo Polled. Here is a Royal Red son out of a young Specialist cow, a bull who ranked 9th in his contemporary group for the 205 weights. 166C is from the same cow family as 31C, as well as 145C in the black division.

$11,000.00

MW MR 130C  
POLLED PUREBRED MALE  
PG1152347  
FBL 130C  
25 January 2015

Homo polled. Here is another Discovery son. We used Discovery to add some diversity in our pedigrees from the majority of our herd. This guy is thick, deep, lots of rib shape and long bodied. He is red out of two black parents, offers a bit of a different twist for a red pedigree. A very complete made bull that gets more impressive all the time. Watch for this guy sale day, you won’t be disappointed. Last year we sold a maternal brother to Norman McWillie, Watrous, SK.

$12,500.00

MW MR 159C  
POLLED PUREBRED MALE  
PG1152372  
FBL 166C  
5 February 2015

Homo Polled. Here is a Royal Red son out of a young Specialist cow, a bull who ranked 9th in his contemporary group for the 205 weights. 166C is from the same cow family as 31C, as well as 145C in the black division.

$11,000.00

MW MR 166C  
POLLED PUREBRED MALE  
PG1152372  
FBL 166C  
5 February 2015

Homo Polled. Here is a Royal Red son out of a young Specialist cow, a bull who ranked 9th in his contemporary group for the 205 weights. 166C is from the same cow family as 31C, as well as 145C in the black division.
**MAF MR 182C**

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**

TWIN 8 February 2015

- R PLUS BLACKEDGE
- LFE BS LEWIS 322U
- LFE KJLI DREAMLADY 79W
- TNT ACCELERATOR S226
- IPU MS. RED ESSENCE 216Z PG774074
- IPU MS BODYBUILDER 49P

BW: 79. 205 day: 858. EPDs: 4.8 5.8 75.0 94.5 7.1 50.2 12.7

Homo Polled. Twin. A younger bull in the red offering, however his adjusted weaning weight ranked him #4 in his contemporary group. An impressive son of Horizon, a very complete made individual full of meat and middle.

**$7,250.00**

---

**MAF MR 195C**

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**

FBL 195C 12 February 2015

- R PLUS BLACKEDGE
- LFE BLACK LAKOT A 385W
- KJLI RAZZLE DAZZLE 628R
- NUG ROYAL RED 324A PG791329
- TRIPLEC EL PODEROSO REY
- IPU MS. RED ESSENCE 304X PG735176
- IPU MS BODYBUILDER 49P

BW: 108. 205 day: 832. EPDs: 0.2 7.2 73.4 109.7 5.6 51.6 14.8

Homo Polled. Here is a bull that has a lot of style to him. He is clean in his lines, long sided with ample width and muscle expression and solid structure. We are really excited about the Royal Red females; this guy should pass along admirable qualities to his offspring.

**$4,000.00**

---

**MAF MR 205C**

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**

FBL 205C 16 February 2015

- WHEATLAND BULL 786T
- TESS BLACK RAMP AGE 71W
- KWA RAMPAGE 381A PG794324
- TEA MS RED 7U
- MADER P ROYAL ARMS 36W
- TRI-R MS ROYALTY 7Y PG753045
- TRI-R MS LADY GUNNER 5U

BW: 86. 205 day: 779. EPDs: 11.0 0.5 55.5 84.5 9.7 49.7 21.8

Homo Polled. This guy is moderate framed and has all kinds of middle, a chunk, some may say. He has a lot of great things to offer. He should moderate frame, add rib and depth of body to his calf crop. A bull we feel has EPDs that should make him heifer friendly, being in the top 10% of the breed for Calving Ease and Birth Weight numbers. His dam is a hard working Royal Arms daughter who we sold a daughter out of to Flying F Ranch, Weyburn, SK in 2015.

**$7,000.00**

---

**MAF MR 249C**

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**

FBL 249C 11 March 2015

- R PLUS BLACKEDGE
- LFE BLACK LAKOT A 385W
- KJLI RAZZLE DAZZLE 628R
- NUG ROYAL RED 324A PG791329
- TRIPLEC EL PODEROSO REY
- IPU MS. RED ESSENCE 304X PG791329
- IPU MS BODYBUILDER 74P

BW: 89. 205 day: 837. EPDs: 3.9 4.1 62.6 93.8 6.9 50.7 19.4

Homo Polled. Just a March bull, this Royal Red son has style to burn! He is a long spined, smooth made, sound footed bull. His dam is a nice Red Label daughter that is a big bodied, nice uddered cow that is very eye appealing.

**$6,750.00**
Homo Polled, Hetero Black. A really neat bull to start off our black offering, this guy is much more than a cool looking face! He is out of our first Horizon daughter to calve out, a red blaze cow that milks really well and has a nice udder. A full sister to her is working at Sunny Valley Simmentals. We are very proud of the Horizon daughters in production and when they can raise bulls like this their first crack at it, how can't you be?! This bull is thick and wide, but has a lot of extension through his front end to really give him a lot of eye appeal. Another bull that we are excited to use in our own program!

BW: 84. 205 day: 812. EPDs: 8.5  4.2  67.8  98.7  9.6  52.8  18.8

Homo Polled, Hetero Black. Twin. In fact 27 & 28 are from a single embryo that split after being implanted in the recipient cow, so we were surprised when there were two! There are not very many black Horizon sons on offer, so if you like the type, but like them black, these two might be the answer for you! They are thick, with lots of middle to them. Out of a black Red Quorum cow that we sold a son of last year to Dennis Edwards, Craik, SK.

BW: 80. 205 day: 760. EPDs: 5.9  4.6  69.7  93.6  6.7  48.5  13.6

Maternal brother sold to Dennis Edwards

OUT

OUT
MAF MR 32C
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE
BPG1152245  FBL 32C  8 January 2015

Hetero Polled, Hetero Black. This is a powerful bull with a real herd bull look to him. He is packed full of natural thickness, lots of middle, smooth made and strong topped. We have used Cobra for the last three years on our heifers and have had great results. This year the bulls offer a lot of power, and we believe this has a lot to do with the power of the young females we have in our herd. Out of a beautiful uddered first calver, who had a full brother sell in last year’s sale to Jason & Stephanie Fradette, Lake Alma, SK.

$22,000.00

MAF MR 42C
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE
BPG1152262  FBL 42C  9 January 2015

Homo Polled, Hetero Black. 42C is a very impressive Discovery son. He is extremely long bodied and soggy made. The white on his belly takes away from how deep he actually is. A thick yet smooth made bull with tons of hair, he has a moderate birth weight but he sure has a lot of grow to him. Look for this guy sale day, he is one you won’t want to miss!

$7,500.00
MAF MR 65C
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE
BPTG1152286
FBL 65C 15 January 2015

SVF STEEL FORCE S701
FBF1 COMBUSTIBLE BPTG795931
LAZY H BURN BABY BURNR34
DRAKE POKER FACE 2X
IPU MS. TULA 79Z BPTG773344
X-T RAVEN 25R

CNS DREAM ON L186
SVF SHEZA BEAUTY L901
WLE BS BENCHMARK
TRIPLE C BURN IT UP N34L
JS SURE BET 4T
DRAKE TULA 1R
PVF-CW RAPID FIRE 0195K
X-T MISS PAYLOAD 130N

BW: 99. 205 day: 852. EPDs: 9.5 1.7 59.0 90.0 8.5 52.3 22.8
Homo Polled, Homo Black. A real hairy, more high performance bull with lots of style and eye appeal. We have found that these Combustibles keep getting better with age. This embryo bull has three full sisters in our replacement heifer pen that will get noticed for sure. His maternal brother is 241C.

$9,750.00

MAF MR 72C
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE
BPG1152292
FBL 72C 15 January 2015

Homo Polled, Hetero Black. Here is a fancy, yet powerful black Royal Red son out of a 680S daughter we purchased from Maders. 72C can be appreciated for his thickness, depth of body and how he ties it all together in an attractive package. He is from the same cow family as 3C. A maternal brother sold in 2014 to City View Farms, Moose Jaw, SK and Jason & Stephanie Fradette, as well as a maternal sister to Sunny Valley Simmentals, Hanley, SK.

R PLUS BLACKEDGE
KJL RAZZLE DAZZLE 628R
TRIPLEC EL PODEROSO REY
GFI GRAMMS DELIGHT L17
WHEATLAND BULL 131L
WHEATLAND LADY 351N
TNT DYNAMITE BLACK L137
ROLLING KAREN 11K

BW: 96. 205 day: 771. EPDs: 2.9 4.5 64.2 101.8 4.1 50.4 18.3

$7,000.00

MAF MR 134C
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE
BPG1152348
FBL 134C 26 January 2015

Hetero Polled, Homo Black. A blaze face son of Combustible, 134C is a big bodied, all round very complete bull. He should add pounds and the ever popular blaze face.

SVF STEEL FORCE S701
FBF1 COMBUSTIBLE BPTG795931
LAZY H BURN BABY BURNR34
BROOKS ABOVE PAR
IPU MS ABOVE PAR 138T BPG682544
LBR D-420

CNS DREAM ON L186
SVF SHEZA BEAUTY L901
WLE BS BENCHMARK
TRIPLE C BURN IT UP N34L
ELLINGSON BLACK PERFECTOR
STF REBECA
LBR DIAMOND MICK
LBR MISS T529

BW: 103. 205 day: 802.
EPDs: 5.9 5.3 66.5 94.2 4.7 46.9 13.6

$8,500.00
MAF MR 145C
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE
BPG1152357   FBL 145C   29 January 2015

Hetero Polled, Homo Black. A long bodied, performance type Combustible son, that, like the rest, is very hard to fault. A favorite bull in the pen, his mother is a PTO daughter that is very youthful yet, and has loads of milk. In 2014 a maternal brother sold to Gerald Fradette, Lake Alma, SK.

$9,500.00

BF1 Combustible

MAF MR 148C
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE
BPG1152360   FBL 148C   29 January 2015

Homo Polled, Homo Black. This Combustible son is a pretty special bull. Quite possibly the most attractive bull in the offering, he profiles very nicely and when you get behind this guy he will blow you away with his explosive muscle, rib shape and top. He is moderately made, smooth, tanky and has the best hair coat in the entire pen. A very complete made bull, and if we were to show a bull, this would be the one! You won't have trouble finding this guy; he is always a favorite of people that have gone through the bullpen. 148C is out of a real nice Above Par cow that never misses. Maternal brother sold to Bryce Bringedahl, Gladmar, SK. Other maternal siblings sold to Gerald Fradette and Hilltop Holdings.

$8,750.00
**MAF MR 142C**
BLACK SCURRED PUREBRED MALE
BPG1152354        FBL 142C        28 January 2015

BW: 79. 205 day: 794.
EPDs: 9.6   2.3   60.2   99.1   9.8   52.8   22.6

Hetero Polled, Homo Black. Out of a first calving Lock n Load daughter, an RCCI 28T daughter. This bull is from the same cow family as 23C. He is a very eye appealing bull with a calving ease type of make up.

**MAF MR 172C**
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE
BPG1152376        FBL 172C        6 February 2015

BW: 87. 205 day: 813. EPDs: 9.0   2.7   65.7   95.7   15.0   58.8   25.9

Hetero Polled, Hetero Black. Here is a bull that has a pedigree to make some pretty special females, ones that will make a herd anyone would be proud of. A very good bull, super sound, thick butted, big ribbed, great hair, what more could you ask for? We have a maternal sister retained in our herd.

**MAF MR 185C**
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE
BPTG1152386        FBL 185C        9 February 2015

BW: 97. 205 day: 733. EPDs: 1.1   6.3   76.1   97.7   4.7   53.1   15.6

Homo Polled, Hetero Black. An embryo bull out of an extremely attractive Exciter cow, 185C is a moderate made, attractive, complete bull. Maternal brothers in this sale are 198C and 252C. Full sister to this bull sold in 2014 to Anchor D Sim- mentals, AB. Another maternal sister sold in 2013 to Bar M, Wyoming. We also sold a maternal brother to Bar DK, Canora, SK last year.
Hetero Polled, Homo Black. Another sound, complete made Lotto son that will go out and do a great job. Out of a Powerline cow that is hairy, good uddered and easy on the eyes. Crossroad Farms purchased a maternal brother from us last year.

Homo Polled, Hetero Black. An embryo bull out of 186W. Like his brother, he is a moderate framed and eye appealing bull with plenty of thickness. The 186W progeny are highly marketable type cattle; this guy is no different. We also have two full sisters in the replacement pen that will be popular this fall.

Homo Polled, Hetero Black. One of my favorite bulls in the pen, our favorite Lotto we have raised thus far. This guy is a little younger but doesn't hold anything back, as far as growth, maturity, muscle expression and style. He is long, thick and has huge rib shape. He is out of a great uddered, beautiful Redskin daughter. He will be one you will find easily.
MAF MR 241C
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE
BPG1152425  FBL 241C  5 March 2015
R PLUS BLACKEDGE
TRIPLEC EL PODEROSO REY
GFI GRAMMS DELIGHT L17
JS SURE BET 4T
DRAKE TULA 1R
PWF-CW RAPID FIRE 0195K
X-T MISS PAYLOAD 130N
BW: 72. 205 day: 841. EPDs: 9.4   0.6   59.7   91.3   8.1   51.3   21.4
Homo Polled, Hetero Black. A super stylish March bull that shouldn’t be overlooked because of his age. 241C is a very good bull that will mature into a bull that your neighbors will ask you about. He only has a 72 lb birth weight and his dam consistently has low birth weight calves. There should be a lot of calving ease built in to this guy.

MAF MR 252C
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE
BPG1152432  FBL 252C  21 March 2015
R PLUS BLACKEDGE
KJLI RAZZLE DAZZLE 628R
TRIPLEC EL PODEROSO REY
GFI GRAMMS DELIGHT L17
SKORS SUPER POWER 95R
KBR BLACK EXCITER 758T
LFE BLACK LADY 58M
IPU MS. EXCITER 186W BPG717285
IPU RED NUGGET 132N
LRX BLACK SABRINA 90R
BW: 99. 205 day: 853. EPDs: -0.9   5.6   69.2   106.3   4.5   53.5   18.9
Homo Polled, Hetero Black. The natural calf of 186W, a March 21st bull, he is the youngest bull in the offering, but there is a lot to admire in this guy. An attractive, deep flanked, thick made bull, he is a full brother to 198C and maternal brother to 185C.

NUG ROYAL RED 324A
Royal Red has done a wonderful job here and we are very excited to be offering his first set of bulls. They are extremely attractive and easy to look at while maintaining a lot of thickness. As good as we think these sons are, the daughters will absolutely make your mouth water! If you want a bull that is going to leave you some very, very valuable females you need to look hard at these Royal Red bulls. A true herd bull, in our minds, needs to leave both exceptional bulls and females and Royal Red has definitely not disappointed!
LaBatte Simmentals will be consigning 18 open replacement heifers in this year's sale, including 11 black and 7 red heifers. We think this is a really good group again this year and some of the breed's top sires are represented – Red Zone, Absolute, Horizon, Cobra, Muirheads Broker, Captain Morgan and El Tigre. If you have any questions on these heifers before the sale be sure to give us a call and we will be glad to go over them with you or, better yet, come and have a look at the farm before the sale. We would be glad to show you them and their brothers in the bull pen.

**IPU MS. SCRATCH N WIN 6C**
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED FEMALE
BPG1159064  IPU 6C  5 January 2015

This is a really good Cobra daughter off of a fall born black baldy heifer we bought at the Black Diamond Simmentals dispersal. 6C is really nice made, very deep ribbed, nice fronted, angular and broody. With her haircoat and style you could put a halter on this heifer and be very competitive but, more importantly, she is going to make a great cow.

**NCB Cobra 47Y**

LFE VIPER 455U
NCB COBRA 47Y BPG755730
NCB MISS DREAM 22T
NAC 17W
BDS SCRATCH N WIN 104Z BPG787860
BDS SCRATCH N WIN 655
BW: 84. 205 day: 688. EPDs: 10.1  2.4  63.8  93.3  54.1  22.2

Another good Cobra heifer out of a first calving Liner 56U daughter going back to our Black Bodybuilder 19R cow. Her sire, Cobra, we believe is one of the most underrated black Simmental bulls there is. He is a calving ease specialist for sure but his progeny have some growth and substance to them, they have beautiful haircoats, the females are excellent and his bulls are very easy to sell with their low birth weights and plenty of performance. In our 2014 Simmsational sale we sold a Poker Face heifer for $9,000 bred to Cobra, to R Plus Simmentals and Frehlick Farms, and she went on to produce one of the feature bulls to sell last spring as her Cobra son fetched $50,000. We believe this heifer too is going to be an impressive cow and she is Homo Polled by parentage.

**IPU MS. COBRA 9C**
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED FEMALE
BPG1159070  IPU 9C  8 January 2015

This is a really good Cobra heifer out of a first calving Liner 56U daughter going back to our Black Bodybuilder 19R cow. Her sire, Cobra, we believe is one of the most underrated black Simmental bulls there is. He is a calving ease specialist for sure but his progeny have some growth and substance to them, they have beautiful haircoats, the females are excellent and his bulls are very easy to sell with their low birth weights and plenty of performance. In our 2014 Simmsational sale we sold a Poker Face heifer for $9,000 bred to Cobra, to R Plus Simmentals and Frehlick Farms, and she went on to produce one of the feature bulls to sell last spring as her Cobra son fetched $50,000. We believe this heifer too is going to be an impressive cow and she is Homo Polled by parentage.

**$10,000.00**
An outstanding black Horizon heifer out of the dam that raised our high selling open heifer in last year's bull and heifer sale. She was an El Tigre daughter and sold to Crossroad Farm for $18,000. She went directly into their donor program. 40C’s grandma is one of the best producing black cows we have ever owned. She was part Fleckvieh, a black baldy and produced many high selling bulls for us. Now her daughter, Pashmenia 245Z, a young Sweet Meat cow is producing just like her. This black Horizon daughter is so easy fleshing and soggy. The old saying “I just feed them straw and snowballs” could apply to this heifer. An outstanding black heifer with a little different pedigree in the black genetic pool.

This is another feature heifer. Sired by the $190,000 Captain Morgan and mothered by a beautifully made Liner 56U daughter we purchased from Sun Rise Simmentals for $19,000 at the Double Bar D female sale in December 2014. Kelly Oberle of Circle 7 Ranch saw her a couple of days later at Simmsational and had to have half of her. She is one impressive young cow, so broody, easy fleshing and has a beautiful udder. We think her Captain Morgan daughter is going to be just like her. She's moderate framed, very deep bodied and pear shaped and, as a bonus, she’s Homo Polled.
**102**

**IPU MS. BROOKLYN 32C**

**Black Polled Purebred Female**

| BPG1159477 | IPU 32C | 17 January 2015 |

- **MR HOC Broker**
- **Muirheads Broker 221Z BPG766146**
- **Muirheads Macy 3W**
- **ER Big Sky 545B**
- **IPU RED MS Big Sky 71M PGS85096**
- **DEL’S RITA 23K**

**BV:** 94. 205 day: 635. EPDs: 6.5 3.0 60.4 82.6 12.2 54.1 23.9

The first Muirheads Broker 221Z heifer to ever be offered for sale. Her mother, a really solid Big Sky cow who’s just turning 14 years old, is just going to calve this January again. She still looks like a 7 or 8 year old, udder still good and body condition great. This heifer will make a really good cow, have longevity and produce. We’re pretty excited to get these Broker 221Z’s into production as we think they’re going to make excellent females.

**$6,250.00**

**Muirheads Broker 221Z**

---

**103**

**IPU BLACK SATIN 56C**

**Black Polled Purebred Female**

| BPG1160192 | IPU 56C | 23 January 2015 |

- **JS Sure Bet 4T**
- **Drake Poker Face 2X BPG729546**
- **Drake Tula 1R**
- **Springcreek Lotto 52Y**
- **IPU MS. BLACK LOTTO 72A BPG791504**
- **D BAR C BLK SATIN 680S**

**BV:** 70. 205 day: 747. EPDs: 8.0 2.9 68.1 100.6 12.5 53.8 19.5

A solid black Poker Face daughter out of a first calving Lotto daughter going back to the D Bar C Blk Satin 680S cow who is one of the best black cows we own. 56C’s Lotto mother is really a nice 2 year old, has an excellent udder, as do all the Lotto females, and you add Poker Face in there and you are sure to have great udder quality in this heifer. A really nice, feminine, long bodied, broody type of female.

**$5,500.00**

**Drake Poker Face 2X**

---

**104**

**IPU MS. EL TIGRESS 59C**

**Black Polled Purebred Female**

| BPG1160194 | IPU 59C | 23 January 2015 |

- **Wheatland Predator 922W**
- **MRL El Tigre 52Z BPG77788**
- **MRL Miss 938W**
- **Springcreek BLK Tank 1U**
- **IPU MS. BLACK ATTACK 192Z BPG773861**
- **D BAR C BLACK MAGIC 861U**

**BV:** 88. 205 day: 725. EPDs: 2.6 4.9 77.8 110.8 8.3 56.5 17.6

A good El Tigre daughter out of a very good uddered Black Tank 1U daughter. We’re just calving out our first El Tigre daughters now and they are very impressive, calving well, good mothers and very good udders. El Tigre 52Z is a big part of our future in our black and red programs and he’s a bull we’ll continue to use for many more years.

**$4,500.00**

**MRL El Tigre 52Z**

---

Boys working on heifers
55 IPU MS. ABSOLUTE 62C
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED FEMALE
BPG1160197    IPU 62C    24 January 2015
LFE STRAIT UP 454W
WFL ABSOLUTE 51Y BPG754744
WFL MS BLACK FLASH 8068U
SPRINGCREEK LOTTO 52Y
IPU MS. BLACK LOTTO 144A BPG791754
IPU MS HERO 113P
BW: 82. 205 day: 708. EPDs: 10.5   2.0   62.4   86.2   10.5   53.4   22.2
A real broody, thick made daughter of WFL Absolute 51Y out of a first calf heifer sired by Lotto. Absolute is known for his calving ease but if he can sire heifers like this he should continue to be used for many years to come. This heifer is so deep made, thick and angular, good haired, just really a nice, moderate, pear shaped heifer.

317Z PASHMENIA 76C
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED FEMALE
BPG1160214    IPU 76C    29 January 2015
LFE VIPER 455U
NCG COBRA 47Y BPG75730
NCG MISS DREAM 22T
3D BLK FULL THROTTLE 483X
IPU 403P MS THROTTLE 317 P8796189
NUG PASHMENIA 403P
BW: 90. 205 day: 727. EPDs: 7.9   3.4   63.0   102.1   10.7   57.0   25.4
Another granddaughter of the great NUG Pashmenia 403P cow but this one is colored like her. The dam of 76C, a Full Throttle daughter, is actually a first calf heifer as she was born in December 2012. She is also a black baldy. This Cobra daughter is long, has lots of depth of body, loads of hair and is structurally very good. She’s three generations black baldy and out of a great cow family.
IPU MS COBRESS 97C
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED FEMALE
BPG1160233  IPU 97C  5 February 2015

LFE VIPER 45SU
NCB COBRA 47Y BPG755730
NCB MISS DREAM 22T
MR NLC UPGRADE U8676
CLAYHILL FANCY LUCA 39A BPG785242
CLAYHILL FANCY PANTS 32S

TNT TOP GUN R244
LFE CHARO 56K
CNS DREAM ON L186
NUG SANYD 506R
ELLINGSON LEGACY M229
MS NLC MOJO 56119 B
CLAYHILL SKY ROCKET 41J
CLAYHILL OLD COUNTRY 76G

BW: 86. 205 day: 730. EPDs: 7.4  4.8  74.4  112.2  8.3  61.4  24.1

This good Cobra heifer is owned by Wade Lund, our herdsman, that has been with us now for fourteen or fifteen years. Wade has four or five cows here with us and the mother of this good heifer he purchased from Sandra Jeffery out of the 2013 Simmsational sale as an open heifer. She is a very good black baldy Upgrade female that has a great udder. The Cobra females are so consistent in type and quality. These four Cobra heifers would really make a nice package of females to purchase if you were looking to add some numbers to your herd. 97C, like her sisters, is great haired, long bodied, deep and feminine.

$6,500.00

IPU EL TIGRESS 110C
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED FEMALE
BPG1160244  IPU 110C  14 February 2015

WHEATLAND PREDATOR 922W
MRL EL TIGRE 52Z BPG775788
MRL MISS 839W
SPRINGCREEK BLK TANK 1U
IPU MS BLACK STETSON 246T
IPU MS BLACK STETSON 246T

WHEATLAND BULL 680S
WHEATLAND LADY 752 T
MRL BLACK BEAR 79S
MRL MISS 6285
SPRINGCREEK TANK 63P
SPRINGCREEK ROSE 5P
LAZY S BLACK STETSON 129L
IPU MS RED RIBEYE 203P

BW: 86. 205 day: 762. EPDs: 3.9  4.6  77.6  111.1  7.4  56.4  17.6

This is a very good El Tigre heifer. Mothered again by an excellent uddered Black Tank 1U female. In my footnotes you hear me comment lots about beautiful and great udders but I think this is so important to us as purebred breeders and to the commercial bull buyers we sell bulls to. With the commercial operations getting bigger and bigger with less help, they haven't got time to monkey around getting calves sucking on big or long teated cows. That's why I think it is so important for us purebred breeders to supply our commercial customers with bulls out of high quality, good uddered females. 110C will be one of these females. She's also a great heifer, deep bodied, beautiful haircoat, angular and broody.

$6,000.00

IPU MS. BROOKLYN 38C
POLLED PUREBRED FEMALE
PG1160175  IPU 38C  17 January 2015

MR HOC BROKER
MUIRHEADS BROKER 221Z BPG76146
MUIRHEADS MACY 3W
SPRINGCREEK BLK TANK 1U
IPU MS BLACK ATTACK 214Z BPG774073
D BAR C KIM 411P

SVF STEEL FORCE 5701
JM BF 42S
WHEATLAND BULL 680S
TESS MS BLACK 1115
SPRINGCREEK TANK 63P
SPRINGCREEK ROSE 5P
TNT SURVIVOR K220
D BAR C KIM 087K

BW: 80. 205 day: 633. EPDs: 3.6  4.0  62.7  92.2  11.3  48.6  17.2

A really good Muirheads Broker 221Z heifer in a different color package. She will be a non-diluter as she is out of two black parents. This heifer is deep and thick made with lots of flank, top, deep quartered, all in an attractive package. We think these Broker 221Z heifers are going to be pretty special young cows.

$6,000.00
This is our first crop of Absolute calves and we really like them. He sure calves easy and they do perform. These two Absolute daughters in the sale are very similar, they're stout, pear shaped with lots of volume and have that broodiness about them. With Lotto and Specialist in the bottom of her pedigree this heifer should make a real good mama cow.

Another one of these good Red Zone heifers. She's moderate framed, mellow, great haired and out of a good Accelerator daughter going back to R Plus Ribeye 1134L. In last year's sale a three quarter brother sold to Clifford Pukas at Wynyard, SK.

A feature red blaze face Red Zone heifer that's going to make a great cow. Her mother, Essence 118U, has sent three heifers in a row to our spring bull and female sales, all blaze faced. The first two are residing at Six Mile Red Angus and Blooming Prairie Simmentals, Amber Haugland in North Dakota. This heifer is really nice made, thick, deep, broody, has loads of capacity and is very stylish. She's three generations baldy as her mother and grandmother were both blaze faced too. We think she's the kind that can raise those herd bulls for both the commercial man and the purebred breeder.
A good Red Zone heifer going back to the Noremac cow family. Noremac 16M was probably the deepest, thickest cow to ever walk our pastures and was the mother to IPU Revolution 172R. He was the bull that High Country Cattle and Beechinor Bros purchased in our bull sale and they showed him very successfully but even better, he bred true to his dam as his females are absolutely awesome. 111C’s mother is a full sister to him. A three quarter sister sold in last year’s sale to Vince Stevenson and Cowtrax Cattle Co. This heifer is very much like her, easy fleshing, deep bodied and broody.

This is an outstanding half blood Code Red daughter out of a Red Angus cross cow. She is a twin to another heifer. She has been a standout since she was a calf. She’s dark red, long, thick, very nice fronted and has beautiful hair. These half bloods are starting to get more popular all the time and this heifer sired by Code Red should be a good one.

Here’s a very end of February heifer that’s sired by Specialist and out of a good IPU Red Western 49X first calf heifer that has a perfect udder. Anyone you talk to that has Specialist females tells you how good uddered, moderate and broody they are. Specialist 135C will be that same type of female.
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